
 
 

 
Lord Tyrie, 
Competition and Markets Authority  
Victoria House  
Southampton Row  
London 
WC1B 4AD 

Tuesday, 5th June2018 
 
Dear Lord Tyrie, 
 
Re: Heathrow’s “substantial market power” 
 
I write to express the concerns of the No 3rd Runway Coalition that neither the Competition and 
Markets Authority (CMA), nor the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), are properly exercising their 
powers under Chapters I and II of the Competition Act 1998 in relation to the proposed third runway 
at Heathrow.  
 
In 2008, even after the recommendation that BAA (Heathrow's previous owner) should divest itself of 
its monopoly position, through the enforced sales of Gatwick and Stansted airports, the Competition 
Commission (your antecedent authority) expressed serious concerns that Heathrow would still 
continue to enjoy substantial market power, and that this would require further regulation and ongoing 
review. I quote from their report (August 2008 - para 3.130): 
 
“... even in the absence of BAA’s common ownership, Heathrow has substantial market power as a 
result of the difficulty of switching services to other airports, network effects and locational 
advantage. We consider that Heathrow is likely to retain this market power for a considerable period, 
even if other London airports were under separate ownership. … Heathrow can be expected to enjoy a 
sustained period of substantial market power—by virtue of its location, surface access infrastructure 
and hub status—that is likely to warrant detailed economic regulation for the foreseeable future".   
 
Identifying the public interest, the fourth estate seemed to enjoin this appraisal at the time, arguing that 
the dismantling of BAA, although necessary, was insufficient of itself to create a competitive aviation 
market in the UK. For example, the following was written in London's Evening Standard (20 August, 
2008): 
 
“It's all very well hiving off the other airports in the expectation that the washrooms will be cleaner 
and the conveyor belts will run more smoothly, but that doesn't address the heart of the problem. 
While Heathrow continues to be so much bigger - and may even be allowed to expand - London's air 
transport will still be dominated by one airport. Gatwick and Stansted must be encouraged to match 
Heathrow in terms of size and usage. Unless that happens, Heathrow will carry on being the centre of 
choice for the major scheduled airlines and will remain the international hub, while Gatwick and 
Stansted will still be also-rans - better run and managed but little more than air charter terminals. In 
effect, Heathrow's pre-eminence will be assured.  
 
That cannot be the result that the commission envisages. But on its own, the break-up of BAA is not 
enough. What is required is a wholesale restructuring of London's air services ... Without further 
change, the pro-Heathrow lobby will be able to cling to the argument that the airport is the only one 
capable of serving the needs of the economy, the UK airport that any airline worth its salt wants to 
use. That isn't competition - so, welcome as it is, the decision of the commission can only be regarded 
as a first step.” 
 
How prescient. Here we are, ten years later; the government is proposing to expand Heathrow, and we 
and others have been left wondering whether the competition authorities are doing their job. 



 
 
For were expansion to proceed, it is difficult to see how that already "substantial market power" of 
Heathrow will not be further increased (and substantially at that); assisted by both the new dynamic 
that expansion will unleash within the UK aviation sector, and the preferential support that is likely to 
be required from the public purse to facilitate it. 
 
Even the government's Airports National Policy Statement (which seeks to propagate the scheme) 
anticipates that Heathrow expansion will mean a restriction of growth at regional airports and 
acknowledges that some of an expanded Heathrow's "new" routes are likely to be pre-existing routes 
currently operated from other UK airports. And one does not to read too many aviation journals to 
appreciate the ineluctable dynamic, with the likes of Easyjet affirming that it will seek to move its 
fleet to Heathrow, and away from Gatwick, in the event of Heathrow expansion. 
 
While the government expects surface access infrastructure upgrades (to facilitate Heathrow 
expansion) will cost at least £5Bn, and TfL estimates costs of £15Bn, Heathrow has committed itself 
to providing just £1Bn (exclusively, in respect of M25 alterations). So, whatever the final bill, at least 
some things are certain: that whether it be through London's or the Treasury's budget, significant 
public financial support will be bestowed on surface access, to buttress Heathrow's aggrandisement of 
its already "substantial market power", while no such tax payer largesse will be made available to any 
other airport in the market.  
 
And that is notwithstanding the very real possibility that wider state contributions will be required. In 
recent years, Heathrow’s investors have taken large dividends, while displaying no inclination to raise 
new equity for the scheme, leaving Heathrow already highly leveraged (at 87%) and unable to fund a 
third runway corporately. There is doubt that bond markets can support the requisite bond issuances, 
and the extent to which Heathrow may need to rely on RAB incentives, to pay the financing costs, and 
guaranteed dividends to investors, could well transmogrify into a scandal of governance.  
 
It is certainly true that the CAA have conducted work on the deliverability of a third runway at 
Heathrow. But, as far as statutory duties relating to competition issues are concerned, it would seem 
that neither your authority (the Competition and Markets Authority) nor the CAA have produced an 
audit, examining the threat to competition; or detailing the costs and establishing the risks to 
consumers, taxpayers and the aviation industry - let alone proposing measures to counter those risks. 
 
It seems to us that the proposed expansion of Heathrow should be attracting the keenest attention of 
the competition authorities. But that - unless an executive decision has been taken to treat Heathrow's 
investors with an unprecedented leniency - the competition authorities have exposed themselves as 
being inert on this critical matter. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

  
 
Paul McGuinness 
Chair 
No Third Runway Coalition 
info@no3rdrunwaycoalition.co.uk   


